
1 Introduction
Pythagoras, Heraclitus, and others believed that beauty results from good facial pro-
portion and harmony between opposites (eg straight/curved, male/female) (Eco 2005).
Partly inspired by these ancient ideas, modern researchers have identified three impor-
tant factors in determining facial beauty. These factors are averageness (how much
facial appearance deviates from the norm) (Langlois and Roggman 1990; Rhodes et al
1999; Valentine et al 2004), sexual dimorphism (how clearly male or female is the face)
(Penton-Voak et al 2001; Perrett et al 1998), and symmetry of the two sides of the
face (Grammer and Thornhill 1994; Rhodes et al 1999; Valentine et al 2004). The recent
development of these ideas reflects a trend towards seeking biologically inspired explana-
tions for beauty, unlike the historical tendency to pursue Platonic or religious significance
in beauty (Etcoff 1999).

Averaged faces are attractive, and they are created by combining or averaging
many face images (Langlois and Roggman 1990; Rhodes et al 1999; Valentine et al
2004). The more similar a face is to the averaged face, the more attractive it is predicted
to be. Averaged faces are much like prototypes, the abstracted or typical members of a
category. Interestingly, prototypes play a central role in recognition (Leopold et al 2001)
as well as categorization of faces by gender, race, and emotional expression (Webster
et al 2004). Sexual dimorphism refers to the differences between men's and women's faces.
Men's jaws, brows, and noses are larger than women's (Enlow 1990), and facial pigmenta-
tion patterns are dimorphic (Bruce et al 1993). With some exceptions (Perrett et al 1998),
participants prefer masculine men's faces to feminine men's faces, and especially feminine
women's faces to masculine women's faces (O'Toole et al 1998; Penton-Voak et al 2001;
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Abstract. We designed two computational models to replicate human facial attractiveness ratings.
The primary model used partial least squares (PLS) to identify image factors associated with
facial attractiveness from facial images and attractiveness ratings of those images. For compar-
ison we also made a model similar to previous models of facial attractiveness, in that it used
manually derived measurements between features as inputs, though we took the additional step
of dimensionality reduction via principal component analysis (PCA) and weighting of PCA
dimensions via a perceptron. Strikingly, both models produced estimates of facial attractiveness
that were indistinguishable from human ratings. Because PLS extracts a small number of image
factors from the facial images that covary with attractiveness ratings of the images, it is possible
to determine the information used by the model. The image factors that the model discovered
correspond to two of the main contemporary hypotheses of averageness judgments: facial attrac-
tiveness and sexual dimorphism. In contrast, facial symmetry was not important to the model,
and an explicit feature-based measurement of symmetry was not correlated with human judg-
ments of facial attractiveness. This provides novel evidence for the importance of averageness
and sexual dimorphism, but not symmetry, in human judgments of facial attractiveness.
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Rhodes 2006). Symmetry refers to the degree of similarity between the right and left sides
of the face; people prefer symmetric faces (Grammer and Thornhill 1994; Penton-Voak
et al 2001; Rhodes et al 1999; Valentine et al 2004). The evolutionary and cognitive
significance of these three factors has been the topic of considerable research, and
though many researchers propose that facial appearance is an indicator of mate quality,
this point is controversial (see Rhodes 2006 for review).

Although averageness, dimorphism, and symmetry are each important to attrac-
tiveness (Zebrowitz and Rhodes 2002), it is not understood how they codetermine
perceptions of attractiveness in unaltered faces. Typically, researchers manipulate images
to experimentally alter facial attractiveness. These studies are important; the stimuli
are well-controlled, but they do not address codetermination because they examine
only one or two factors concurrently. For example, increasing facial averageness by
morphing a facial image with an averaged face increases the attractiveness of the
resulting face, but the manipulation does not explicitly tell us how sexual dimorphism
or symmetry affects the attractiveness of the face. Moreover, there are longstanding
disagreements over the relative importance of the hypotheses (Rubenstein et al 2002)
that are not easily resolved with image manipulations. Rather than determine the
relative importance of the individual hypotheses, which will be affected by the sample
of faces selected for analysis, it may instead be profitable to develop a formal account of
how judgments are made. Computational modeling can be used for this end, because
modeling requires a mechanistic description of the process. Modeling can also guide
our understanding and intuitions about the cognitive processes underlying perception
of facial beauty.

In previous attempts to create a model of attractiveness judgments, researchers
predicted attractiveness ratings of faces using measurements of the distances between
facial features (eg Cunningham 1986). A drawback of this method is that it represents
faces with a very small quantity of data (fewer than six 2-D measures are typically
used) and entire classes of facial information, such as pigmentation, are discarded.
Yet this discarded information is relevant to attractiveness judgments (Russell 2003).
Rhodes (2006) recently noted that current facial appearance measurement methods
used in attractiveness research ` .̀..are poor, capturing only a limited part of a face's
structure and nothing of its fattiness or skin quality'' (page 204).

To offer a methodological improvement that addresses this concern, we used facial
appearance measurements that retained nearly all aspects of facial appearanceöthe
thousands of pixels in face images. We input images to a pattern-recognition model,
encoding coarse and fine features, which include configuration, skin appearance,
fattiness, and pigmentation. Such pixel-based pattern-recognition models are novel for
replicating attractiveness judgments, but have successfully modeled other judgments
made to faces, such as sex and race categorization (Cheng et al 2001; Furl et al 2002),
and subjective judgments such as familiarity and distinctiveness (Hancock et al 1995).
As will be described in greater detail in section 2 below, we chose a model that
could be interrogated a posteriori, to investigate which image factors accounted for its
performance, to address the question of codetermination. For comparison, we also
implemented a model that used feature distances rather than pixels as inputs. To
evaluate performance of all the models, we compared them with the `gold standard'
of facial attractiveness judgmentsöthe consensus of a group of human raters. Specifi-
cally, we evaluated the performance of the models as a function of the correlation
between their output and the mean attractiveness ratings given by a sample of human
participants.
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2 Method
2.1 Subjects
One hundred and two participants (fifty women), aged 18 ^ 75 years (mean � 34 years)
rated each face for attractiveness on a 1 ^ 7 scale. Nearly all participants were Caucasian
North Americans. We included two Asian ^American participants whose attractiveness
ratings were highly correlated with mean attractiveness ratings. Participants gave informed
consent and methods were approved by University internal review boards.

A second group of fifteen participants (ten women) aged 19 ^ 34 years (mean �
25 years) rated each face for typicality and symmetry on 7-point scales. We gave
participants the following instructions to rate typicality: `̀ Faces vary in how typical
they appear. Some faces look like the typical person you might see in a public place,
whereas other people are very distinctive or atypical looking. Rate how typical each
face looks to you''. The instructions are similar to those used by Peskin and Newell
(2004), in their work on familiarity and attractiveness, although their participants rated
the converse of typicality (ie distinctiveness).

Rather than ask participants to explicitly rate the images for symmetry, we used a
similarity task that has been previously employed for facial symmetry measurement
(Penton-Voak et al 2001; Rhodes et al 2001). We constructed two mirror-image versions
of every face image, left/left and right/right versions. Participants rated these image
pairs for similarity. Symmetrical faces have highly similar left/left and right/right
images. These similarity ratings correlate with measured symmetry (Penton-Voak et al
2001), whereas explicit judgments of symmetry made to unaltered face images do not
(Scheib et al 1999).

2.2 Images
We analyzed 74 images of college-aged men's (38) and women's (36) faces. Photographs
were taken of the students facing directly towards the camera with neutral expression.
Images were 3206256 pixels in greyscale, and aligned so that iris locations coincided.
Eye alignment is commonly used for face perception models and does not alter image
aspect ratios (Cheng et a 2001; Hancock et al 1995). Some researchers use more exact
image registration. For example, Hancock et al morphed images to precisely align
facial features, though there is evidence that this is not necessary for good performance
(Cheng et al). We did not observe improved performance after we altered the images
so that vertical locations of mouths were consistent. An oval occluding window was
applied to each image to obscure background and hair. The size of the window was kept
constant for all images, and selected so that the external contour of every face was visible.
Figure 1 shows an example of the stimuli and the size and dimensions of the window.
Pixels within the window were analyzed.

2.3 Statistical method
Our model's structure is a computational implementation of our research questions.
First, it discovers the appearance factors involved in attractiveness judgments. Second,
it determines how to combine these factors to predict facial attractiveness. In the first
stage, partial least squares (PLS) (Geladi and Kowalski 1986; McIntosh and Lobaugh
2004) analysis reduces the image data according to the attractiveness ratings data,
encoding image features that predict attractiveness into several latent factors of the
same size and shape as the images. PLS finds a set of common factors that decompose
the independent and dependent variables X and Y, such that the factors maximize the
covariance between X and Y. Here, PLS generates four factors that explain the images
in terms of their mean attractiveness ratings (we observed no performance improve-
ment for five or more factors). Each factor is an image with the same dimensions
as the input faces. Each face image was then multiplied by each PLS factor, representing
the image in reduced form.
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In the second stage, a perceptron neural network determines how to weight the
influence of each factor so that the model best predicts attractiveness judgments made
of the images in the training set. We trained a perceptron (4 input cells, 1 output cell)
on these factor responses; its goal was to make the best prediction of whether faces
were attractive or unattractive (median-split on the mean attractiveness ratings for each
face). We also used a linear neural network that treated attractiveness as a continuous
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Figure 1. Visual depiction of the PLS model. Steps 1 and 2 show that images are vectorized and
stored in matrix X. In the feature distance model, standardized feature distances are stored in
matrix X. Vector y contains the z -scored mean attractiveness ratings. Steps 3 through 5 show the
PLS statistical method, perceptron, within the jackknife. For PCA, the eigenvectors of the singular
value decomposition of X are substituted for V.
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measure during network training, rather than the perceptron, which treated attractiveness
as a binary measure during training. The linear neural network, however, produced poor
results for both pixel-based (PLS, PCA) and feature-distance models, suggesting that
over-fitting may be a problem when modeling attractiveness data. Consequently, we did
not continue to use the linear network.

A single image was excluded from both PLS data reduction and perceptron train-
ing so that, once trained on the remaining 73 test images, we observed the model's
response to the excluded image. The simulation was repeated so that each face image
was left out once during training and the model was tested on this image that it was
not trained to predict (this is called jack-knifing or leave-one out cross-validation). The
dropped out image was multiplied by each PLS factor, generating 4 numbers ( pi ) that
are multiplied by the perceptron weights (wi ). The weighted and summed factor responses
give a continuous response which is the model's estimate of the attractiveness of the
dropped-out image that it was not trained to predict. That is,

ŷ �
X4
i�1

piwi � b ,

where b is the perceptron's beta weight. The model is shown graphically in figure 1.
PLS is, in some ways, similar to principal components analysis (PCA) used in

many face-recognition algorithms (Cheng et al 2001; Furl et al 2002; Hancock et al
1995; O'Toole et al 1998). For example, both can discover components underlying
variation in facial appearance, given a set of images of faces. However, there are some
important differences between PCA and PLS. Most obviously, whereas PCA is an
unsupervised learning method and a type of factor analysis, PLS is supervised and a
form of regression.

We used PLS rather than PCA for several reasons. PLS potentially offered a more
compact representation for face imagesöin fact PLS required fewer factors than PCA
to find a solution relating variation in images to variation in attractiveness. Moreover,
because PCA training is unsupervised and PCA factors are mutually orthogonal, it is
unlikely that any particular PCA factor has predictive value for attractiveness ratings,
but, rather, PCA may require a large combination of factors in order to function
effectively. For example. Cheng et al (2001) found that optimal performance for classi-
fying adult faces by sex was reached when using eight eigenvectors. We anticipated that
sex classification is more straightforward than perception of beauty, and expected
that modeling perception of beauty would be more computationally intensive. Compared
to PCA, an unsupervised learning method, PLS is supervised and therefore each factor
extracted in a PLS analysis has some predictive value on the dependent variable.
For our purposes it was more straightforward to interpret the function of PLS factors,
each of which ought to be relevant to facial attractiveness. Nonetheless, we also imple-
mented a PCA-based model for comparison.

For all analyses, mean attractiveness ratings and images are z^scored and then
scaled so that values are between ÿ1 and 1. Procrustes rotation corrected arbitrary axis
rotations and reflections of the factors across the resamples (McIntosh and Lobaugh
2004). We should note that PLS is a form of regression, and the PLS algorithm generates
weights for the latent factors that are optimized for prediction of attractiveness, so
the perceptron appears to be redundant. However, we employ a procrustes rotation
after the PLS algorithm has generated weights; therefore those weights are no longer
optimized after the rotation. We use the perceptron to find weights that are suited
to the rotated factors. Use of PLS as a dimension-reduction method (followed by
a secondary classifier) has been suggested as an improvement over PCA dimension
reduction (Nguyen and Rocke 2002).
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We constructed models in Matlab (Version 6.5, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA), using the neural network toolbox (Version 4.0, The MathWorks, Inc.) and the
PLS toolbox (Version 3.5, Eigenvector Research, Inc., Manson,WA, USA).

2.4 Alternative statistical models
For comparison we also constructed models that used distances between facial features.
The x and y coordinates of 64 facial feature landmarks (figure 2) were identified by
hand on each face with custom software developed by Jean-Marc Fellous. We then
computed a number of feature distances and facial proportions using the 64-feature
landmarks. For further information see Appendices A, B, and Zebrowitz et al (2003).
For testing alternative models, we used the same leave-one-out resampling method as
used to validate the PLS model.

3 Results
3.1 Participant ratings
Mean attractiveness ratings ranged from 2.10 to 4.77 (mean � 3:35, SD � 0:66) for men's
faces and from 1.55 to 5.02 (mean � 3:47, SD � 0:84) for women's faces. The participants'
attractiveness ratings were reliable (Cronbach a � 0:986) and the mean inter-rater
correlations were similar to those reported in the literature (Langlois et al 2000;
Thornhill and Gangestad 1999). We computed all pairwise correlations between non-
redundant pairs of raters and used the r-to-z transformation before computing mean
correlations, and the z-to-r transformation after computing the means. Average means
between individual participants' attractiveness ratings were r � 0:43, r � 0:42 between
pairs of men, r � 0:44 between pairs of women, and r � 0:41 between pairs of men
and women raters (see figures 3c and 3d). As these differences were not significant,
there is no compelling reason to treat data from male and female raters differently,
so we computed means using both male and female ratings of attractiveness. Partici-
pants were correlated with the mean ratings at r � 0:61 for men's faces and r � 0:72
for women's faces (see figures 3a and 3b). We computed mean attractiveness ratings for
each face and used these means with their corresponding facial images to train the
computational model.
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Figure 2. Facialmetric distances. (a) The locations of the feature landmarks (symmetrical landmarks
are not shown on the face's other side). (b) A depiction of the feature distances used.
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Mean typicality ratings ranged from 1.79 to 5.57 (mean � 4:23, SD � 0:98) for
men's faces and from 2.07 to 5.93 (mean � 4:17, SD � 1:06) for women's faces. The
ratings were reliable (Cronbach a � 0:822, mean inter-rater correlation � 0.25). Mean
symmetry ratings ranged from 2.64 to 5.92 (mean � 4:52, SD � 0:81) for men's faces
and from 2.64 to 6.07 (mean � 4:49, SD � 0:80) for women's faces. The ratings were
reliable (Cronbach a � 0:878, mean inter-rater correlation � 0.34). We computed mean
symmetry and typicality ratings for each face after dropping one participant's data
(a different participant in each case), whose ratings were uncorrelated with the mean
ratings.

Mean attractiveness and typicality were correlated, r � 0:67 for men's faces and
r � 0:66 for women's faces. Attractiveness and symmetry were correlated, r � ÿ0:11
for men's faces and r � 0:07 for women's faces. Symmetry and typicality were correlated,
r � 0:07 for men's faces and r � 0:22 for women's faces.

3.2 Model performance
After training, we tested whether the model could predict participants' attractiveness
ratings of faces on which it was not trained. The model's attractiveness ratings of novel
images correlated r � 0:70 with mean attractiveness judgments by humans of women's
faces, and r � 0:68 with mean attractiveness judgments of men's faces. The model's
output is actually correlated with the mean ratings slightly more than the ratings of the
average human subject, particularly for male faces (see figures 3a and 3b). Moreover,
human raters and the model are inter-correlated such that it is difficult to distinguish
the model's output from human attractiveness ratings (see figures 3c and 3d). Human-
like performance is also observed in pixel-based face perception models of tasks such
as gender classification or face recognition (Cheng et al 2001; Hancock et al 1995;
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Figure 3. Comparison of human ratings and PLS model output. Upper histograms show correla-
tions between each individual participants' ratings and mean attractiveness ratings (black) and
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tions between raters and the model (grey) for (c) men's faces and (d) women's faces. Human (left)
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O'Toole et al 1998). The model's performance satisfies one requirement of a model of
facial attractiveness perceptions: it mimics human preferences.

We used a similar pixel-based model: the standard PCA � perceptron used in
many computational models of face perception (Cheng et al 2001; Hancock et al 1995;
O'Toole et al 1998). The PCA � perceptron model gave optimal correlation between
its output and attractiveness ratings when using eight eigenvectors (which was fewer
than we anticipated would be necessary, but nonetheless twice as many as the PLS
model requires). The output of the PCA model was correlated r � 0:70 with mean
attractiveness ratings and r � 0:92 with the output of the PLS model. We focus our
discussion of alternative models on the feature-distance model, as comparing pixel-
based and feature-distance-based models is more enlightening than comparing two
pixel-based models with similar output.

3.3 Performance of alternative models
The objective measures of facial variation typically used in psychological studies of
attractiveness are the distances between facial features. Researchers have used feature
distances to predict facial attractiveness for at least two decades, but there is no
standard formula for combining the features into a single variable to represent or
predict the attractiveness rating of a face. Cunningham (1986) reported that, for a
sample of women's faces, a regression equation using the following features produced
the best correlation with rated attractiveness: eye height, nose area, cheek width,
smile width (multiple r � 0:73, although no cross-validation analysis was reported).
We found that for our sample, a similar regression using highly similar features (E5,
N46N3, W6, and M0, respectively) produced nonsignificant regression equations (all
faces: F � 1:44, p � 0:23; men's faces alone: F � 0:44, p � 0:78; women's faces alone:
F � 1:19, p � 0:33).

To predict facial attractiveness on the basis of facial feature distances, we first tried
simply submitting all the feature distances and ratios to a perceptron. This model
performed modestly, correlating with men's attractiveness r � 0:37, and women's attrac-
tiveness r � 0:38. This is considerably worse than the pixel-based model. One of the
individual features was a measure of facial symmetry used by Penton-Voak et al (2001)
and originally proposed by Grammer and Thornhill (1994). This symmetry measure
compares the locations of the horizontal midpoints between pupils, inner and outer
eye corners, cheekbones, outer points of nose, mouth, and jaw. We found that this
measure correlated with rated symmetry (similarity between right/right and left/left
facial images), r � 0:40, but not with rated attractiveness, r � 0:05. Interestingly, rated
symmetry was also not correlated with rated attractiveness (r � 0:02, ns). These results
are similar to those of Penton-Voak et al (2001), who found that measured symmetry
correlated r � 0:48 with their participants' judgments of facial symmetry (again, with
left/left and right/right facial images), though they found these symmetry judgments
to be marginally correlated with attractiveness (r � 0:22). In a meta-analysis, Rhodes
(2006) reports small effect sizes (R) for rated (0.30) or measured (0.19) symmetry and
attractiveness.

After finding that submitting all measures to a perceptron produced poor model
performance, we noted that most of the feature distances and ratios had low correla-
tions with attractiveness (mean r � 0:02, SD � 0:14, max r � 0:28, min r � ÿ0:39).
We selected only those with correlations 0.25 or stronger and submitted those to a
perceptron. These measurements were pupil height (above chin), distance between eye-
brows, `double chin' height, head length, and vertical distance of the jaw's edge
from the pupil. Many of these measures are large in scale, compared to many of the
other features that were measured (see Appendix B). However, we could not increase
performance of the model by selecting only the most highly correlated features.
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As a final attempt to improve performance of the feature-distance model, we
performed a PCA on all the facial feature measurements and ratios and submitted the
eigenvectors to a perceptron (there was no compelling reason to perform PLS on
the features; however, PLS gave similar results). The performance of the model was
optimal with the first eigenvector; correlating r � 0:78 with men's attractiveness and
r � 0:61 with women's attractiveness. Interestingly, while this model was reasonably
well correlated with mean attractiveness ratings, it was correlated with the PLS
model r � 0:71 for men's faces and r � 0:47 for women's faces. Using a formula from
Cohen and Cohen (1983) to compare two correlation coefficients drawn from the
same sample, we determined that neither the PLS nor the facialmetric model was
correlated significantly higher or lower with attractiveness for men's faces (t � 1:49,
p � 0:15), or for women's faces (t � 0:49, p � 0:49).

We observed better-than-expected performance out of the feature-distance models,
but focus our discussion on the mechanisms of the PLS model, as it uses fewer compo-
nents than the PCA and is more easily interpreted than the feature-distance models.
It is difficult to interpret the PCA feature-distance measures because the perceptron
weights the eigenvector of more than 50 facial feature distances and proportions.
However, it is important to note in the interim that human-like performance was
also achieved by a model that took only feature distances as its inputs, with no repre-
sentation of reflectance (pigmentation) aspects of the face, such as skin quality or
coloration.

3.4 Investigating PLS model components
Because the PLS model gives human-like attractiveness estimates, its mechanism may
help us understand how people formulate attractiveness judgments. We therefore con-
ducted several exploratory analyses of the PLS factors. During training, the factors
are sensitized to different aspects of facial appearance. To identify the aspects of facial
appearance to which the factors are sensitive we examine the visual appearance of the
factors (see figure 4a), whether they respond differently to men's and women's faces,
how strongly each correlates with rated symmetry and typicality, and how strongly each
factor affects overall output independently of the other factors.

The first two PLS factors are much like pixel-averaged faces. The first factor
appears somewhat prototypical and slightly masculine, whereas the second appears the
same as the average of the entire set of images. Similarly, in PCA analyses of face
images the first factor is the average of the training set, and the response of this factor
to images of faces (ie the product of the factor and facial image) has been proposed
as an averageness measurement (O'Toole et al 1998).

To determine the degree of similarity between factor 2 and the average of the face
images (the average pixel value at each pixel location in the image frame), we scaled
the four PLS factors and the average face so that all values were in the range 0 ^ 255
(ie 8-bit greyscale), and then subtracted the average from each of the factors. The
results of these subtractions are shown graphically in figure 4b. It can be appreciated
from this figure that subtracting the average face from factor 2 resulted in a nearly
null matrix, indicating that factor 2 is virtually identical to the average face.

We also determined whether any of the factor responses were correlated with rated
typicality, which is a proxy measure of prototypicality or averageness. Table 1 shows
correlations between individual PLS factors and rated attractiveness, typicality, and
symmetry, as well as t-tests of the sexual dimorphism of each factor. Factor 2 was
significantly correlated with rated typicality (r � 0:31, p � 0:007; r � 0:23, ns, for men;
r � 40, p � 0:02, for women). As typicality and attractiveness are highly correlated
(r � 0:65, p 5 0:001 in this sample), it is not surprising that at least one of the factors
is correlated with both attractiveness and typicality. However, the responses of factor 2
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(a)
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(c)

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Average

Figure 4. (a) The appearance of the PLS factors. (b) The result of subtracting the average of the
74 faces from each of the factors. That the second image from the left is blank indicates a high
degree of similarity between factor 2 and the average face. (c) The result of subtracting mirror-
reversed factor from itself. Light areas indicate asymmetries.

Table 1. PLS model and its individual factors. Correlations with attractiveness, typicality, and
symmetry, and t-test for sexual dimorphism.

PLS model PLS factor 1 PLS factor 2 PLS factor 3 PLS factor 4

All faces
PLS model 1.00 0.01 0.55* ÿ0.14 0.18
Attractive 0.67* 0.07 0.23* ÿ0.08 0.07
Typicality 0.58* ÿ0.04 0.31* ÿ0.07 0.04
Symmetry 0.05 ÿ0.11 0.10 0.02 ÿ0.03
Sex (t-value) 1.55M 2.42* 0.55 3.15* 2.48*

Women's faces
PLS model 1.00 ÿ0.17 0.56* 0.12 ÿ0.04
Attractive 0.67* ÿ0.03 0.26 0.02 ÿ0.14
Typicality 0.60* ÿ0.19 0.40* 0.02 ÿ0.14
Symmetry 0.22 0.07 0.08 ÿ0.03 ÿ0.19
Men's faces
PLS model 1.00 0.07 0.59* ÿ0.27 0.32
Attractive 0.68* 0.12 0.21 ÿ0.13 0.28M

Typicality 0.58* 0.10 0.23 ÿ0.19 0.27
Symmetry ÿ0.08 ÿ0.30* 0.13 0.05 0.17

* Significant, at least p 5 0:05, MMarginal significance (all two-tailed tests).
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are more highly correlated with typicality than with attractiveness (correlations with
attractiveness: r � 0:24, p � 0:04, for all faces, and r � 0:26 and r � 0:21, both ns, for
men and women, respectively). That factor 2 is nearly identical to the average face
and that its responses are more highly correlated with typicality than with attractive-
ness, particularly for women's faces, is strong evidence that factor 2 is a measure of
facial averageness.

Averaged faces are often highly symmetrical so we determined whether factor 2 or
any of the other factors were symmetrical by subtracting each factor from its mirror-
image (horizontally reflected). The results can be seen in figure 4c. Factors 2 and 4 are
fairly symmetrical, more so than factors 1 and 3, so their responses may be an indica-
tion of facial symmetry. We examined whether the responses of the factors correlated
with rated symmetry of the faces and found that none were correlated significantly with
facial symmetry of both men's and women's faces (all ps 4 0:2), but factor 1 had a
marginally negative correlation with men's rated symmetry (r � ÿ0:30, p � 0:10), but
not with women's symmetry (r � 0:02, ns). Although factors 2 and 4 are themselves
very symmetrical, there is no compelling evidence that their responses indicate the
symmetry of faces. It is possible that factor 1, on the other hand, is an indication of
men's facial symmetry, though factor 1 was very weakly correlated with the output
of the model, and with rated attractiveness. Additionally, rated symmetry was not
correlated with attractiveness (r � 0:02). Thus, our results do not support the hypothesis
that symmetry is an important feature in facial attractiveness.

To investigate whether the model implements a measure of sexual dimorphism,
we determined whether the factor responses differentiated men's and women's faces;
this is how dimorphism measurements are typically validated (Penton-Voak et al 2001).
We used the product of the factor responses and the perceptron weights for each of
the dropped-out images, separately for each factor, to represent that factor's response
to the faces. t-Tests (a � 0:05, df adjusted to not assume homogeneous variance) deter-
mined whether these measures of the responses of the model were sexually dimorphic.
Factors 1, 3, and 4 exhibited significantly different responses for both male and female
faces (t72 � 2:42, p � 0:018; t71 � 3:14, p � 0:002; and t68 � 2:48, p 5 0:015, respectively
(table 1), whereas factor 2 was not significant by sex of face (t72 � 0:55, ns).

Although factors 1, 3, and 4 exhibited significantly different output by sex of face,
the output of factor 4 may be of particular interest as it was more strongly corre-
lated with men's attractiveness (r � ÿ0:28, p � 0:09), than with women's attractiveness
(r � 0:14, ns). Not only do those three factors have differential responses to men's and
women's faces, they are also oppositely correlated with men's and women's attractive-
ness. Also note how subtracting the average from factors 3 and 4 (figure 4b) results
in clearly masculine (factor 3) and feminine (factor 4) images. This is very similar to
O'Toole et al's (1998) analysis of PCA eigenvectors that discriminated male and
female faces, in which they found that adding the first and second eigenvectors made
a masculine image, whereas subtracting the second eigenvector from the first eigen-
vector resulted in a feminine image (the first eigenvector in their PCA analyses was
in fact the average). Overall, the fact that three factors exhibit different responses to
men's and women's faces is a good indication that the model uses measures of sexual
dimorphism in its estimation of facial attractiveness.

We performed similar correlation analyses for the feature-distance model, which
used a single eigenvector. The feature model was correlated r � 0:47 with typicality,
and r � 0:10 with symmetry. These correlations are presented here for consistency with
the PLS model, but are less informative. That is, because the feature model uses a
single factor to predict attractiveness, these correlations are essentially the same as
those among rated attractiveness with these other ratings.
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4 Discussion
We have demonstrated two computational models that can predict human ratings of
facial attractiveness such that the outputs of the models are indistinguishable from the
ratings of our human participants. The models predicted mean ratings of male and
female facial attractiveness as well or better than the average human rater. This repre-
sents an advance towards a formal understanding of facial beauty, which may have
interesting practical applications.

We interpreted the PLS factors as encoding facial averageness and dimorphism
based on their appearance and other properties. Factors 1, 3, and 4 exhibited signifi-
cantly different responses to the faces of men and women. Factor 2 is highly similar
to the average face of the set and its responses correlate more highly with facial
typicality than they do with attractiveness. Responses from factor 1 were marginally
correlated with rated symmetry for male but not female faces. However, a feature-
distance metric that indexes facial symmetry correlated with rated symmetry but not
with attractiveness. Overall, the results did not provide support for symmetry as an
important factor in attractiveness. However, effect sizes for symmetry are generally
very smallömuch smaller than those for averageness or sexual dimorphism (Rhodes
2006)öand so any one study may fail to find an effect of asymmetry owing to sampling
variability.

For comparison we also presented results of a computational model that used
feature distances. For this model, factor analysis (PCA) is essential for good perfor-
mance from feature-distance models, which matched the pixel-based model. Variation
in skin quality and fattiness is minor in the range of images we have used here, but
if their variation was greater, or if the variation in age was greater, the pixel-based
model would presumably have a greater advantage over the feature-distance model,
because the feature-distance model does not encode variation in skin quality such as
wrinkling and complexion. The feature-distance model, however, has the advantage of
using extremely well-corresponded data which must, in part, account for its success
in modeling attractiveness ratings. That is, because the locations of facial features are
identified, they correspond to the same image features on different faces, whereas,
with pixel-based analyses, features such as the mouth may not be in the same location
in the image.

A second possibility for the success of the facialmetric model is that low-spatial-
frequency information may be sufficient for prediction of attractiveness in some
circumstances (Sadr et al 2002). In the present analyses, features with correlations of
0.25 or stronger with attractiveness were fairly large-scale features (eg head length,
pupil-to-chin distance). It is hypothesized that in an early stage of object and face
detection a low-spatial-frequency representation of the stimulus is sent to the orbito-
frontal cortex and medial frontal cortex, and during this time it is compared to a
face template (Bar et al 2006; Summerfield et al 2006). The orbitofrontal cortex is also
involved in perception of facial beauty (Ishai 2007). This suggests that a code capturing
the important low-spatial-frequency information in faces, properly tuned, can model
facial attractiveness judgments, when variation in skin quality is minimal.

A few limitations should be noted. First, we do not intend to minimize the impor-
tance of individual differences in the perception of attractiveness, which are clearly
important (Ho« nekopp 2006). Second, our pixel-based model cannot assign different
weights to different facial areas; attractiveness is treated holistically by the model,
though humans may give disproportionate weight to particular areas of the face. Third,
we used a single race and age group to test our model. Although race and especially
age are important factors in attractiveness judgments, our sample of faces is standard
for the attractiveness literature. Finally, we do not assert that the human visual system
literally implements one of the algorithms used in this study.
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These methods have practical applications, particularly for automated beauty
assessment, but also for greater social competence for robots and other artificial agents
(Arbib and Fellous 2004). Facial beauty is a central concern of visual aesthetics, and
other studies have shown the usefulness of applying computational analysis to under-
standing the beauty of works of art such as abstract paintings (Taylor 2002) and Zen
gardens (Van Tonder et al 2002). Along with recent advances in understanding the
physiological mechanisms of the perception of facial attraction (Aharon et al 2001;
Shimojo et al 2003), our model is an important step towards developing a comprehen-
sive account of beauty.
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Appendix A. Facial features that were located
top 1: Top of the head (at midline)
hrl 2: Top of the forehead level axis symmetry
Bgn 3: Beginning of the nose
Cno 4: Top of the nose ball, at midline
tpn 5: Tip nose
tip 6: End/edge nose
ulp 7: Middle upper lip
iul 8: Internal edge of the upper lip
lip 9: Middle lower lip
ill 10: Internal edge of the lower lip
tch 11: Tip chin
chn 12: Bottom chin
Ll2 41: Left external eyelid corners (beyond eye ball)
Lly 16: Left external eyelid corners (touching eye ball)
Lcy 13: Left pupil
Lty 17: Left upper eyelid (touching eye ball)
Lby 18: Left lower eyelid (touching eye ball)
Lry 15: Left internal eyelid corners (touching eye ball)
Lr2 40: Left internal eyelid corners (beyond eye ball)
Rl2 40: Right internal eyelid corner (beyond eye ball)
Rly 15: Right internal eyelid corner (touching eye ball)
Rcy 13: Right pupil
Rty 17: Right upper eyelid (touching eye ball)
Rby 18: Right lower eyelid (touching eye ball)
Rry 16: Right external eyelid corners (touching eye ball)
Rr2 41: Right external eyelid corners (beyond eye ball)
Mdy 14: Pupil mid-point
Rrb 19: Right external end eyebrows
Llb 19: Left external end eyebrows
Rlb 20: Right internal end eyebrows
Lrb 20: Left internal and eyebrows
Rtb 21: Right highest eyebrow point
Ltb 21: Left highest eyebrow point
Ren 22: Right edge nostril
Len 22: Left edge nostril
Rno 23: Right center nostril
Lno 23: Left center nostril
Rul 24: Right end upper lip
Lul 24: Left end upper lip
Rll 25: Right end lower lip
Lll 25: Left end lower lip
Rmc 26: Right corner mouth
Lmc 26: Left corner mouth
Rte 27: Right top of the ear
Lte 27: Left top of the ear
Ree 28: Right outermost edge ear
Lee 28: Left outermost edge ear
Rbe 29: Right bottom ear
Lbe 29: Left bottom ear
Rck 30: Right most prominent point of the cheek bone
Lck 30: Left most prominent point of the cheek bone
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Appendix A (continued)
Rf2 31: Right lateral edge of the face at cheek bone level
Lf2 31: Left lateral edge of the face at cheek bone level
Rf1 34: Right intersection eye-line hair (across pupil line)
Lf1 34: Left intersection eye-line hair (across pupil line)
Rf3 35: Right intersection mouth-line, mouth middle, edge of face
Lf3 35: Left intersection mouth-line, mouth middle, edge of face
Rch 36: Right extent chin level tip of chin
Lch 36: Left extent chin level tip of chin
Rjw 37: Right edge face (at 45 deg from mouth corner)
Ljw 37: Left edge face (at 45 deg from mouth corner)
Rbb 38: Right lowest eyebrow point (over eye)
Lbb 38: Left lowest eyebrow point (over eye)
Dch 39: Double chin (if none, equal bottom chin)

Appendix B. Facial feature distances and proportions
W4 Cheekbone width
W1 Jaw width
W5 Chin width
W6 Cheekbone width
W3 Head width
E4 Eye width
E2 Interpupil distance
E3 Distance between outer eye corners
E1 Distance between inner eye corners
B1 Minimum distance between eyebrows
N4 Nose width at nostrils
N3 Nose width not including nostrils
M0 Mouth width
R1 Width of ear to bottom of lobe
C3 Chin height
C2 Height of chin to center of mouth
L0 Head height
C1 Height of chin to pupil
E5 Eye height
B2 Pupil to top of eyebrow
B4 Pupil to medial extent of eyebrow
B5 Pupil to bottom of distant brow tip
B6 Pupil to bottom of innermost brow tip
H1 Nose to hairline
N3 Nose length
M1 Height of lips
M3 Lip to nose
M2 Center of lips to nose
M4 Height of upper lip
E6 Pupil to top of ear
R0 Length of ear
S0 Mouth to jaw
D0 Double chin height
C4 Nose tip to chin
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Appendix B (continued)
C5 Top of nose to tip of nose
� L0/W4 Head length
�W4/W1 Cheekbone prominence
as per Zebrowitz et al (2003) Facial roundness
� E4/E1 Eye spacing ratio
� C2/M2 Lower face ratio
� C4/C5 Lower face/nose length
� C4/H1 Lower face/forehead
as per Penton-Voak et al (2001) Facial symmetry

L0 Raw vertical norm
E2 Raw horizontal norm
f[ 12 (Ll2xÿ Llyx)ÿRjwy]2 PT37 Vert Dist from pupil

ÿ [ 12 (Ll2yÿ Llyy)ÿ Ljwy]2g1=2
� (Lryÿ Ll2)ÿ (Lr2ÿ Lly) Walleyed/Cross-eyed

� (Ltyÿ Ll2)ÿ (Lbyÿ Lly)
� Lcyxÿ Tipx (Hdisp Nose) Tip
� Lcyxÿ Bgnx (Hdisp Nose) Top
� (Lcyxÿ Lryx)ÿ (Lcyxÿ Lr2x) (Hdisp Eye) out to center
� (Lcyxÿ Ltyx)ÿ (Lcyxÿ Lbyx) (Hdisp Eye) in to center
� (LcyxÿRulx)ÿ (Lcyxÿ Lulx) (Hdisp Mouth) out to faceEdge
� (ChnyÿRlby)ÿ (Chnyÿ Lrby) Vdisp Nose
� (Chnyÿ L12y)ÿ (Chnyÿ Llyy) Vertical difference of outer eye corners
� (ChnyÿRuly)ÿ (Chnyÿ Luly) Vertical difference of mouth corners

ß 2007 a Pion publication
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